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First Floor Plan Section through loggia, court and casina

“a gem of  mannerist architecture” (Smith, 8)
“Amid the Vatican Gardens, visible from the Museums’ galleries leading to and 
from the Sistine Chapel, stands the Casina of  Pius IV. The Casina was begun in 
1553 by Pirro Ligorio and Sallustio Perruzzi, and completed between 1560 and 
1562. This villa consists of  four separate sections, with two pavilions and two 
arched gateways, connected by an oval inner court like an ancient nymphaeum, 
decorated with statues in the round, high reliefs, bas-reliefs, festoons, friezes, 
escutcheons and frames in stucco, where putti ride on water spewing dolphins. 
It was here that Pius IV used to enjoy moments of  peace and solitude. Also his 
nephew, St. Charles Borromeo, then Cardinal Secretary of  State, held here his 
famous literary evenings.

“Since 1926, it has been used as the seat of  the Pontifi cal Academy of  Sciences, 
which encompasses both the Academy of  the Sciences and Social Sciences. 
The Pontifi cal Academy of  Sciences consists of  eighty scientists (Sciences and 
Social Sciences) selected from around the world who are appointed for life by 
a sovereign act of  the Pope. Candidates for a seat in the Academy are chosen 
by the Academy on the basis of  their outstanding original scientifi c studies 
and their acknowledged moral personality, without any ethnic or religious 
discrimination.”
(http://mv.vatican.va/)
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Bird’s eye axonometric of  Casina   and the bosco.

“ the little palace in the bosco” (Smith, 64)
The Casina is a papal villa built within the Vatican gardens to the 
west of  Belvidere Court, near the Vatican Palace and St. Peter’s. 
Casina describes the architectural complex as a whole and also the 
accommodation block opposite the loggia. 
Originally, “Pope Paul IV had commissioned Pirro Ligorio to build a 
small villa in the “forest,” (bosco in Italian) where the pope could spend 
his leisure hours” (Papafava, 46). The project started as “a fountain with 
a loggia next to it and a few rooms” ( Smith, 8).

The etching above and photo below (taken from the dome of  St. Peter’s) show the relationship 
of  the Casino and the ‘forest’ as it exists within the Vatican.
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Villa Malaparte
Cape Massullo, on the south coast of  Capri

Adalberto Libera
1938-1942

A house for a writer: Curzio Malaparte
With the help of  the architect Adalberto Libera, and a powerful network 
of  friends, Malaparte gained the building permits necessary to build 
his house on a site normally forbidden to construction and under a 
conservation order. There is some question as to Libera’s involvement 
in the overall design of  this project. Whether Libera designed it in truth 
or not, Malaparte refused to credit him. He wrote in 1940 that “the day 
I began building my house, I had no idea that I was drawing a portrait 
of  myself. . . . It was with fear and respect that I set myself  to the task, 
without the help of  architects and engineers (except for legal questions, 
formalities), but with just a simple foreman” (Robert, 128).
In a book published in 1990 titled Casa Malaparte, Robert establishes: “a 
truth that diverged radically from common opinion; the villa was the work 
of  Malaparte himself, seconded by a master stone worker from Capri by 
the name of  Amitrano; Libera did nothing more than help pass the dossier 
to secure a building permit on a protected site, which in principle could 
not be built on” (128).
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rocks that stick out of  the sea

Study

The approach is intended to be from the sea and 
up the cliff  on the south side-- reinforcing the 
wildness and interiority of  the building.
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Villa Malaparte: Conceptual Sketch by Libera

Villa Malaparte: Longitudinal Section Casina of  Pius IV: Section through loggia, court and casina

The sections of  these buildings describe their similarities and differences 
best.

For Villa Malaparte, almost all of  the interior spaces are inside the cliff  
and there are only small and discrete openings out. The fi nite views you 
get from the inside provide a counterpoint to the infi nite that the rooftop 
solarium exposes you to. It is both an introverted refuge and the ultimate 
prospect.The building itself  is simply a platform with a stair that has some 
rooms inside it. It’s an archaic, primitive building.

For the Casina, the relation of  rooms to each other is also important 
but so is the relation to the outside rooms. Some spaces have walls and a 
roof, others have more permeable walls of  columns, others are enclosed 
by a loggia and are open to the sky. This building provides more intricate 
varieties of  prospect and refuge in its spatial organization, but never gives 
the extreme of  either, as the Villa Malaparte does. The building is refi ned, 
social, very civilized, in spite of  its being conceived as a ‘retreat in the 
woods.’
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Even though the Villa Malaparte was built in the 20th century in the 
modern, spare, undecorated style, it retains a sense of  the ancient and 
mythic in its traditional plan organization, reliance on local crafts people to 
execute its construction,  and responsive relationship to the landscape.

The plan has been compared to that of  a Roman Villa, of  which the 
Casino of  Pius IV is a 16th century example. Both buildings were built 
as personal retreats with rooms organized axially according to public and 
private functions, the most public being closest to the entry.

Though the Villa Malaparte is purposefully undecorated, there is a 
comparable reliance on local crafts people to formulate the appearance 
of  the surfaces. In the Villa Malaparte, the decoration is the modulation 
of  natural stone surfaces while at the Casino of  Pius IV it is a continuous 
series of  intricate carvings and paintings.

Both buildings are built into hilly sites and organize their entries at the low 
end, where all fl oors are exposed. At the high side of  the hill, the building 
appears lower and the top fl oors have a more intimate relationship with 
the landscape.

The Villa Malaparte sets up a point of  prospect in the natural landscape, 
it is topped by a solarium open to the sun, wind and views, a landing pad 
for the gods. Exterior stairs ascend along its main axis to the rooftop 
platform, open to the sky and an infi nite view over the Mediterranean 
Sea. The Casino of  Pius IV however captures a space of  refuge within 
the forest. The cortile (courtyard) is oriented on a cross-axis of  with the 
Casino. The Casino, loggia, and curving walls enclose the oval shaped 
cortile, theatrically framing the view of  the gardens beyond.
If  Villa Malaparte is Prometheus’ rock, the Casino of  Pius IV is Adam’s 
garden.
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